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Over the past twenty years, with the requirement of large
information transmission and the limited bandwidth in a
communication channel, the need for data compression is obvious.
Picture as a form of information, requires a very large bandwidth
for transmission using PCM. Methods to compress a picture to as
low bandwidth as possible have been widely investigated. Transform
coding which can compress a picture to as low as 0.5 bit per pixel
is one of the most efficient methods.
Method of generating a new transform with simpler
implementation and better compressing ability for a transform
coding system has been the'topic of most researchers in this field.
In many practical applications, a transform is chosen subject to
two criteria. In addition to computational effectiveness, a
tranform should also provide a better performance (the compressing
ability in a transform coding system). In fact, these two are
usually opposing criteria. Some designers prefer to use a
transform with better performance whereas others may prefer to use
a transform with simpler implementation. In this thesis, integer
transforms to approximate the members of the sinusoidal family are
proposed to provide the designers freedom to trade-off the
performance for computational speed or implementation complexity.
Such integer transforms can be implemented. using integer
arithmetic. Some members of the sinusoidal family have been found
to have a special property. As shown in Chapter 2, transforms with
this property not only allows the finding of the corresponding
integer transforms much easier, but also simplifies hardware
3implementation. In Chapter 3, the compressing abilities of the
discrete cosine transform and integer cosine transforms are
compared using the mean-square-error criterion.
Adaptive transform coding system has been found to have better
performance than the non-adaptive transform coding system. In an
adaptive system, more bits should be allocated to those
coefficients with higher variances. However, the DC coefficients
which contribute only to the brightness of the picture, are usually
found to have the highest variance. In order to reduce the average
number of bits allocated to DC coefficients, a method to estimate
the DC coefficients of picture is evaluated in Chapter 4.
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With the increasing growth of modern technology, image
transmission and storage have become reality and their demand is
increasing rapidly. Representing an image data without compression
requires a huge amount of information. For example, a typical
television image of 512 x 512 pels per frame and 8-bitspel
intensity resolution requires 2 Mbits for representation. This
implies the requirements of a large memory for storage and large
channel capacity for transmission. Image data compression
techniques can ease both requirements.
Image data compression techniques can be classified into two
If
basically different categories. In the first category are those
methods which exploit redundancy in the data. Techniques such as
differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) and other predictive
coding methods fall in this category. Such predictive techniques
are related to the causal model representations of signals. In the
second category, compression is achieved by an energy preserving
transformation of the given image into another array such that
maximum information is packed into a minimum number of samples.
Such techniques are called 'transform coding' and are related to
noncausal model representations of signals. Right now, it has been
found that transform coding usually gives a higher compression
ability than the predictive coding techniques [25]. In this
thesis, we will discuss some aspects in image transform coding.
1.2 Transform Coding Theory
Data compression by transform coding can be achieved by three
processes. The first process is to transform a highly correlated
image elements into a set of weakly correlated coefficients. The
second process is to allocate bits to these coefficients so that
more bits are allocated to those coefficients with higher
variances. The third process is to quantize the coefficients
before the transmission of the coefficients. In order to achieve
significant reduction in bit rate whilst• remaining simpler
implementation, all three processes must be taken into
considerations.
, - '
1.2.1 Image Transform Coder and Decoder
TRANSFORM QUANTIZER CODE
(a) transmitter
DECODE INVERSE TRANSORM DISPLAY
(b) receiver
Fig. 1.1 Block diagram of a Transform Codec
Fig. 1.1 shows the basic block diagram of a transform coding
system. The original picture image is divided into many sub-
pictures of size n x n, where n is usually 8 or 16. Each sub-
picture is transformed by some orthogonal transforms into a set of
weakly correlated coefficients which are then quantized and coded
for transmission. At the receiver, the received data are decoded
back to the quantized transform coefficients, and an inverse
transform is applied to the coefficients to recover the picture.
1.2.2 Transform
Transformation is the most important part of a transform
coding system. Basically, the primary purpose of the
transformation is to convert statistically, dependent picture
elements into an array of uncorrelated coefficients such that most
energy is packed into a minimum number of coefficients.
An optimal transform is the one which can completely
decorrelate the image data, and is called the Karhunen-Loeve
Transform (KLT) [12]. The basis vectors of the 'KLT are in fact the
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the image. As different
pictures have different covariance matrices, there are different
KLT's for different pictures. Based on a first-order Markov model
— a widely accepted model for image, an optimal transform can be
found and is also called the Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT).
Regardless of the discovery of the explicit form of the KLT [1],
however its fast computational algorithm is still not known.
Because of the computational difficulty of the KLT, it is not used
as the transform for a practical transform coding system.
Sub-optimal transform which has fast computational algorithm
has obtained a lot of interest. The first sub-optimal transform to
be investigated for image coding was the two-dimensional Fourier
transform [13]. This was followed by the discovery that the Walsh
transform could be utilized in place of the Fourier transform with
a considerable reduction in computational requirement [14].
In 1971, investigation began into the application of the KLT
and Haar transform [15]. As mentioned above, application of the
KLT in practice is prevented due to its complexity. On the other
hand, the Haar transform has an extremely efficient computational
algorithm, but results in a larger coding error. At about the same
time, Enomoto and Shibata designed a new 8 x 8 tranform to match
typical image vectors [16]. Pratt generalized this transform [17]
which is now known as the Slant transform, and later applied it to
image coding with a fast computational algorithm [18] resulting in
a lower mean square error far moderate block sizes in comparison to
other unitary transforms. Many other transforms have also been
proposed for image coding. However, the discoveries of the
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) in 1974 [2], its efficient fast
computational algorithm in 1977 [19], and later its application in
image coding via the fast computational algorithm [8] have
generated much interest. Comparisons between the DCT and other
suboptimal transforms using the first-order Markov process have
shown that the DCT results in the least mean square error [3] and
in fact the DCT is asympotically close to the KLT of the first-
order stationary Markov process [6]. Jain suggested that a sine
tranform (even sine-1 transform) is a KLT of a markov process under
the condition that the boundary of the process is known [5]. In
other words, when the first-order stationary Markov process is
decomposed into a boundary process and a residue process, the KLT
of the residue process is a sine transform (even sine-1) [5].
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Similar decompositon were proposed by Meiri and Yudelevich [7] who
suggested using another sine transform (even sine-2) for their
residue process in their pinned sine transform image coder.
In 1979, Jain [6] suggested that the KLT, DCT, even sine-1 and
even sine-2 transforms all can be regarded as members of a
sinusoidal family by means of a parametric matrix ,4).
In this thesis, properties of the J matrix relating the dyadic
symmetry are given, and the corresponding integer transforms of the
members are found in Chapter 2.
Cham and Clarke [9] found two new transforms, the High
Correlation Transform (HCT) and the Low Correlation Transform (LCT)
d
which are derived from Walsh transform using the theory of dyadic
symmetry. Computations using these two transforms require
additions, subtractions and binary shifts. The'efficiencies of the
two transforms both lie between that of the Walsh transform and
that of the DCT for block size of 8 x 8 or 16 x 16. Cham further
extended his work and generated the Integer Cosine Transform (ICT)
from the DCT [10]. It has been shown that some order-8 ICT's have
transform efficiencies higher than the order-8 DCT. In Chapter 2,
integer transforms are derived from other sinusoidal transforms.
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1.2.3 Bit Allocation
The second process in transform coding theory is to allocate
bits to the coefficients. More bits are allocated to coefficients
with higher variances. The optimal bit allocation can be derived
from rate distortion theory [20] which states that:
the output of a source can be transmitted with average distortion D
if the transmission rate is larger than R(D).
If D is the mean square error and the source has Gaussian
probability distribution, then R(D) is found to be [20]
for o VD
otherwise (1.1)
where a2 is variance of the source. Therefore Equation (1.1) can
be used to determine the number of bits required for each transform
coefficient [20].
The bit allocation scheme can be made adaptive. In an
adaptive bit allocation scheme, the sub-pictures of the image are
divided into different classes, and the variances of the
coefficients for each class are computed. Equation (1.1) is used




As we have seen in Fig. 1.1, the transform coefficients must
be quantized before transmission. This quantization process causes
an unavoidable error, called the quantization error. This error is
the most significant factor causing the degradation in the
reconstructed image {assuming the error-free transmission or
storage).
In order to reduce the overall quantization error, quantizer
should be designed according to the statistic of the data being
quantized. Max [21] showed how to minimise the distortion of a
quantizer having a fixed number of output levels for a signal of
known probability distribution. In order to minimize the
quantization error, an optimal quantizer must be used.
1.3 Organisation of Thesis
At the end of this introductory chapter, an overview of the
rest of this thesis is given. Chapter 2 begins to study the
sinusoidal family and the J matrix. The relationship of the
x. v
J matrix and the n-1 dyadic symmetry is found. Technique to
generate integer transforms from the members of the sinusoidal
family is illustrated and integer solutions are found in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, some integer cosine transforms and discrete cosine
transform are compared in a practical transfrom coding system.
Simulation results at different bit rates are compared using the
mean-square-error criterion. In Chapter 4, three different DC
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estimation schemes are evaluated. An adaptive transform coding
system implemented with the DC estimation schemes is also proposed.
Simulation results of the DC estimation schemes are shown.
The thesis concludes with Chapter 5 which summarizes the
discoveries and work that have been performed during my research in
this topic, and makes suggestions for future work.
CHAPTER 2
CHAPTER 2 INTEGER SINUSOIDAL TRANSFORMS
2.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 1, many researchers try to generate
transforms by some methods. Jain [6] found that a family of
sinusoidal transforms can be generated from the eigenvectors of a
















$=[ 0Q' 1' n-2' n-l a member °f the family, if and
only if 0m's are eigenvectors of a J matrix of order n. In other
words, transform members of the sinusoidal family can be
r
constructed from eigenvectors of J(kpkkj,). Table 2.1 gives
some members of the sinusoidal family generated by J(kpk2,0,0)..
%
It can be observed that the DCT and the two sine transforms are
members of the family. It has been proved that each member of the
family is a KLT of an unique, first-order non-stationary (in
general) Markov process [6], The KLT of the first-order stationary
Markov process can be constructed from J( f, (,0,0) where f is the
adjacent element correlation coefficient. The even sine-1
transform, even sine-2 tranform and even cosine-1 transform are
constructed from J(0,0,0,0), J(-l,-1,0,0) and J(l,1,0,0)
respectively. (The DCT is called the even cosine-1 transform by
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Jain [6].) It can be observed from the elements of these four
transforms that every vector has the n-11 dyadic symmetry where n
is the order of the J matrix and is even. In this chapter,
properties relating the n-11 dyadic symmetry and the J matrix are
investigated.
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2.2 Dyadic Symmetry and Sinusoidal Family
Cham and Clarke, using the principle of dyadic symmetry,
generated two new orthogonal transforms, the HCT and LCT [9].
Later, Cham [10], using the principle of dyadic symmetry, modified
the DCT and found ICT's. He found that some order-8 ICT's have
transform efficiencies higher than that of the DCT. The definition
of the dyadic symmetry and a theorem of orthogonality are now given
before we proceed to its relationship with the J matrix. The
%
theroem will be used in Section 2.3 to derive the integer
transforms. Unless otherwise specified, all vectors are column
vectors.
Definition of dyadic symmetry [9,10]:
A vector of 2m elements[ aQ, a,..., a2m_] is said tor
have the i1 dyadic symmetry if and only if
where
(i)® is exclusive or
(ii) j lies in the range [0,2m-l] and i in the range [1,2m—1]
(iii) s= 1 when the symmetry is even
s= -1 when the symmetry is odd.
For example, a vector [aQ, a,—, an_]t is said to have the even
J.L
n-1 n dyadic symmetry when aj= an_1_j for all j£ [0,n-l]. The
A.U




Theorem of orthogonality [9,10]:
Two vectors U and V are orthogonal if U and V have the same
type of dyadic symmetry and one is even and the other is odd.
Transform members of Jain's sinusoidal family are constructed
from the eigenvectors of the parametric matrix, J.








then the matrix$ where$= [0q, 0p..., 0n_2' n-1-' a member
of the family. Let 0m(k)= A-EXP(jke)+ B-EXP(-jke) be the kth
element of the vector 0m where j2= -1 and k e [0,n-l], we may
solve 0m of the given J matrix. Table 2.1 lists some solutions of
the eigenvectors of the J matrix for some k,k2 with k-j= k= 0.
Cham has suggested to replace real-numbered elements of the
order-8 DCT by integers. Such transform, called Integer Cosine
Transform (ICT) is generated using the principle of dyadic symmetry
[10]. For the order-8 transform, ICT's with higher decorrelating
ability than the DCT have been discovered [10]. Cham and Chan [11]
later further extended the work and found ICT's of order-16. Though
some order-16 ICT's have decorrelating ability quite close to that
of the order-16 DCT, order-16 ICT with decorrelating ability higher
than that of the DCT has not vet been found. In this chapter, we
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applied the same technique to transform members of Jain's
sinusoidal family. We found that integer transforms can be derived
from other sinusoidal transform members such as the two famous sine
transforms. This implies that the sinusoidal transform may also be
implemented using integer arithmetic. We observe that the integer
transforms of those transform matrices whose basis vectors have the
n-1 dyadic symmetry( see Table 2.1) are easier to be found by
computer search technique than those whose basis vectors do not
have the n-ltb dyadic symmetry. In the next section, a
relationship between the n-lth dyadic symmetry and the J matrix is
given. The corresponding integer transforms are derived in
Section 2.3. Conclusion is given in Section 2.4.
2.2.1 Properties of the n-lt1, Dyadic Symmetry
Jain found that members in the family fyave some common
properties. We have discovered some other properties relating the
n-l dyadic symmetry and the J matrix.- These properties are given
as two theorems.
Theorem I: If some row vectors of the transform 4 generated by the
eigenvectors of the J matrix Jfk,) have the odd n-11
dyadic symmetry and some have the even n-lt1 dyadic symmetry, then
Proof:
Suppose 0, m£ [0,n-l], represent the m11 row of the
sinusoidal transform matrix$, we have
(2.1)
where 5m is the eigenvalue of the eigenvector 0m.
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Let 0m(k), k£ [0,n-l], be the kth element of the vector 0m,
Equation (2.1) implies Equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4):
0m(k)- a[ 5m(k-l)+ 0m(k+l)]= 5m sm(k), k£ [l,n-2]
-kla)m(0)~ am(1)+ k3amn~1)= W0)




From the definition of the n-lth dyadic symmetry, the vector
0m has the n-lth dyadic symmetry if only if
0m(k)= c-0m(n-l-k) for all k£ [0,n-l]
c= 1 for even dyadic symmetry
c= -1 for odd dyadic symmetry.




Substituting Equations (2.5) and (2.6)' into Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4),
and then adding them together. After simplification, we get:
(2.7)




Substituting Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) into Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), and
then computing their difference. After simplification, we get:
(2.10)
Equations (2.7) and (2.10) imply k-= k2 and k3= k4.
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Theorem II: If k3= k4 and k= k2, then every eigenvector of the
matrix J(k1fk9,kvk4) has the n-lth dyadic symmetry.
Proof:
Assume the general solution of Equation (2) to be of the form
0 (k)= A-EXP(jke)+ B«EXP(—jk0) (2.11)
where A, B and 9 are complex in general. It can be proved that
Equation (2.11) is true by direct substitution into Equation (2.2)
ffil. Sniv-inrr Emiatinn (2-2). we oet
5m= 1- 2a«cos0
(2.12)
Substituting Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) into Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), we
find that A,B,and 9 depend only on kk-vkk,. and m.
From the definition of dyadic symmetry, the vector 0m has
th
n-1 dyadic symmetry if and only if
0m(k)= c-0m(n-l-k) for all k z [0,n-l].
where c= +1 for even dyadic symmetry
c= -1 for odd dyadic symmetry
Substituting Eq. (2.12) into Eqs. (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) and
putting k?= k-. and k4= k3, we get:
0m(k+l)+ 0m(k-1)= 2-cos0-0m(k) 1 k£ n-2
(2cos9- k-j)• 0m(0)- 0m(l)+ k3• 0m(n-1)= 0




















also satisfies Eqs. (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15), where |c|= 1 because
||P_ II= 1. This implies:
If
Pm(k)= c«0m(n-l-k) where 1£ k£ n (2.16)
But from Eq. (2.12), we have




where A,B, and 9 depends only on 23, and m.
Substituting Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) into Eq. (2.16), we get
A-EXP(jke)+ B.EXP(-jkG)
= c.{A-EXP[j(n-l-k)0]+ B-EXP[-j(n-l-k)9]} (2.19)
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But from Eq. (2.12)
0m(k)= A-EXP(jk0)+ B-EXP(-jk0),
in other words, we get:
0m(k)= c«0m(n-l-k) for all k z [0,n-l].
Since c=± 1, the vector therefore has the n-l1 dyadic
symmetry. Since m can be arbitrarily chosen, every eigenvector of
the J matrix with k-j_= k2 and k3= k4 has the n-l1 dyadic
symmetry, odd or even.
Corollary: For a J matrix with k3= k4, and kl k2, none of the
eigenvectors has the n-1 dyadic symmetry.
Proof:,
Assume a vector 0m has the n-lth dyadic symmetry where is a
eigenvector of the J matrix with k3= k4 and k 2-
If 0m has the odd n-1 dyadic symmetry, then by Eq. (2.7), we
get k-- k4= k2- k3. Since k3= k4, we get k= k2» This
contradicts with our assumption. If 0m has the even n-l dyadic
symmetry, then by Equation (2.10), we have k-+ k4= k2+
Since k3= k4, we get k= k2« This again contradicts with our
assumption. Hence the corollary is true.
2.2.2 Significance of the n-lth Dyadic Symmetry
It has been proved that when k= k2 and k3= k4, the
eigenvectors generated by J matrix have the n-1 dyadic symmetry.
The transform so generated is an evenodd tranform. Jones and Hein
[26] have proved that every evenodd transform can be implemented
CHAPTER
by a sparse matrix multiplication following a Walsh-Hadamard
transform. In other words,
m= rAl TH1
where [T] is an order-n transform in row bit-reversed form and its
t h
basis vectors have the n-1 dyadic symmetry;







where B and C are matrices of order m= n2;
It thus implies that every transform generated from the J
matrix with k-j_= k2 and k3= k4 can have a simple implementation
via a Walsh-Hadamard transform.,
2.3 Integer Transforms
For an orthogonal transform [T]= [Tq, Tp..., Tn_2,
its basis vector is=[ k (e q, e..., e n_2, e n—1) ]fc
¥ Vi
where+= k-ej j, is the (i,j) element of [T] and k is aAfJ 1 -LJ±
scaling factor such that |T||= 1. The dot product of any two
basis vectors is always egual to zero. That is
T• T= 0 for all i,j£ [0,n-l] and i£ j.
We call such an orthogonal transform [T] an integer orthogonal
transform( or integer transform for short) if all e are« J
integers. Thus scaling factors k's of an integer transform are
always less than one.
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Let [T] be a such integer transform. We have
[T]= [K] [E]
where [K] is a diagonal matrix whose (i,i)th element is and [E]
is an integer matrix whose (ifj) element is Therefore, the
transform [T] can be implemented by an integer matrix
multiplication followed by a real matrix multiplication. The first
part may be implemented using a simple dedicated chip whilst the
second part can be implemented using a signal processor. As [K] is
a diagonal matrix, the manipulation of the matrix multiplication
with [K] will be very fast. As [T] is orthogonal, we have
rrr1= [t] 1= [ei1 [k] 1.
Therefore, the inverse of transform [T] can be implemented by a
real diagonal matrix multiplication followed by an integer matrix
multiplication. In an image transform codec, the post-
I
multiplication of [K] required in the encoder can be absorbed into
the quantization process of the transform coefficients, whilst the
pre-multiplication of [K]required in the decoder can be absorbed
into the decoding process. The real- number multiplication can
therefore be completely eliminated in this case.
Given an orthogonal transform[$], in some cases, it is
possible to replace its elements t-• by some new elements such
r J
that the newly formed transform [T] is an integer orthogonal
transform which retains the same structure of the original
transform. In this section, we shall derive the conditions under
which order-8 integer transforms can be generated from transform
members of Jain's sinusoidal family. Some integer transforms will
be given as examples.
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2.3.1 Even Sine-1 Transform
Consider the order-8 discrete even sine-1 transform. Let its
transform kernel be[$]= [0q, 0p 02' 3' 4' 5' 6' 7' were
0j_'s are basis vectors of the transform kernel. The (ij)t1
element of the discrete even sine-1 transform is
0.:= [2{n+l)]sin{ (i+1) (j+l)n(2n)} for i,j t [0,n-l] and n= 8f J
Let elements of the transform kernel with the same magnitude
be represented by a single variable. For example, as 0qq= 0q
= 0lj3= -1(4= t 3(1= -03(6= -»4(1= -4,6= 6,3= 6,4=
0= ~07 7 we may represent the magnitude of these quantities by
a single variable 'a'. Similarly, as 0q= 0Qg= 0q= ~0xr7=
'3,3= 3,4= 4,3=- 4,4=' 6,0= 6,7= 7,1= 7,6' we may
1
represent magnitude of these elements by another variable' b'. In
case the elements are equal to zero, such as 02 2 5' 5,2 an
5, they are represented by zero. Proceeding until all elements
are represented by variables or zero,- we find that[$] can be
represented by a matrix [T] with 'a', 1 b,' c' and' d equal to










































































If [T] is an integer transform, then 'a'b'c' and 'd' must be
integers. Furthermore, the structure of each basis vector 0 of




if j i k' for a11 ik z then ti j tk.








































1 always orthogonal because they have the dyadic
symmetry with one is odd and the other is even.
2 orthogonal iff
c- (a+ b- d) =0
3 orthogonal iff
a-(d- b)- c2+ b-d= 0
(2.22)
(2.23)
Fig. 2.3.1 Conditions under which the i basis vector and j'1
basis vector of integer even sine-1 transform are
orthogonal.
Fig. 2.3.1 illustrates the conditions under which 2 basis
vectors and Tj are orthogonal. For example, vectors Tq and T
are always orthogonal because they have the 7 dyadic symmetry
with one is even and the other is odd (by theorem of orthogonality
given in Section 2.2). Vectors Tq and T2 are orthogonal when the
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equation c(a+b-d)= 0 is satisfied. Similarly vectors TQ and T4
are orthogonal when the equation a(d-b)- c2+ bd= 0 is satisfied.
From Figure 2.3.1, we find that when Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) are
satisfied, the newly formed transform [T] will be orthogonal.
Equations (2.22) and (2.23) can be further simplified to Eqs.
(2.24) and (2.25).
d= a+ b (because c 0) (2.24)
(2.25)c= V( a2+ b2+ a-b)
Therefore, when Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25) are satisfied, the transform
matrix [T] will be orthogonal.
Integer solutions (solutions that are integers) that satisfy
Eqs. (2.21), (2.24) and (2.2£) are used to generate the integer
even sine-1 transform. The solutions of c and d can be easily
found by computer search using a and b as independent variables.





































































Table 2.3.1 Integer solutions for integer even sine-1 transforms
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The method of finding an integer transform has been shown with
the even sine-1 transform as an example. The procedure of finding
an integer transform is summarized as follows:
1. write down the discrete transform matrix 1$!.
2. represent the elements of the kernel with same magnitude by a
variable or by a zero.
3. express the integer transform matrix [T] in terms of the
variables or zero (scaling factors are required in order to get
an unitary integer transform).
4. observe the magnitude restriction of 0j in each basis vector
x t J
0 so that T has the same structure as 0.
5. find out the conditions under which the kernel will be
orthogonal.
6. find the integer solutions for the variables that satisfy the
magnitude restrictions and orthogonal conditions.
7. find the scaling factors k's for each set of solution to get
an unitary transform.
8. replace the variables in the transform matrix [T] by a set of
integer solution, and the transform matrix [T] thus formed is
an integer transform matrix.
We have given the detailed method of finding the corresponding
integer transforms from a discrete sinusoidal transform. For the
remaining members of the sinusoidal family, we will just give the
magnitude restriction and orthogonal conditions for finding the
integer transforms without any detailed explanation. Integer
solutions will be given if found.







































































































ab+ bd+ cf+ dh- eg- fe- gc- ha= 0
2 orthogonal iff
ac+ bf- ch- de- eb+ fa+ gd+ hg= 0
3 always orthogonal because T-Tj= 0
4 orthogonal iff
ae- bg- cb+ dc+ eh- fd+ ga+ hf= 0
Fig. 2.3.2 Conditions under which and Tj are orthogonal for
integer odd sine-2 transform
Three equations are found to restrict eight variables. A
computer search confirms that integer solution with d e [1,128]
does not exist.

























































































a-(c-f)+ b(e+f)- d(g-e)- h-(g-c)= 0
2 orthogonal iff
a(e+g).+ b«(c+g)- d«(c+f)+ h(f—e)= 0
3 orthogonal iff
a»(h-b)- c«(f+g)+ d-(b+h)+ e-(f-g)= 0
4 always orthogonal because Tj-T.:= 0
Fig. 2.3.3 Conditions under which and Tj are orthogonal foi
intecrer odd sine-1 transform
Three equations have been found to restrict eight variables.
A computer search confirms that integer solution with h t [1,128]
does not exist. However, integer solution may exist for larger
values of h.
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ah+ bf+ cd+ db- ea- fc- ge- hg= 0
2 orthogonal iff
ab+ be+ ch- dg- ed- fa+ gc+ hf= 0
3 always orthogonal because= 0
4 orthogonal iff
ac+ bh- ce+ da+ ef- fg- gb+ hd= 0
Fig. 2.3.4 Conditions under which and Tj are orthogonal for
integer odd sine-3 transform
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Three equations are found to restrict eight variable
Integer solutions with p f l1 .1281 srp nrpcspntprl in TpMp 2 2 2

















































































































































































































Table 2.3.2 Integer solutions for integer odd sine-3 transforms














































































































1 always orthogonal because of the 7t1 dyadic symmetry
2 orthogonal iff
ab+ bd+ ac- cd= 0
3 always orthogonal because of the 3 dyadic symmetry
4 always orthogonal because TtTj= 0
5 always orthogonal because of the 1 dyadic symmetry
Note: no restrictions on e, f and g.
Fig. 2.3.5 Conditions under which and Tj are orthogonal for
inteaer even sine-2 transform
One equation is found to restrict four variables. Solutions
can be easily found by solving the equation. Obviously g= 1, and
e,f can be any number with the restriction that f e. Results of
fifteen sets of integer solutions of a,b,c and d with the smallest
magnitudes are tabulated in Table 2.3.3. It can be seen that
integer transform with elements 16 can be obtained.
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Table 2.3.3 Integer solutions for integer even sine-2 transforms














































































































ab+ be+ ch+ df+ ec- fa- gd- hg= 0
2 orthogonal iff
ac+ bh+ cd- db- eg- fe+ ga+ hf =0
3 orthogonal iff
ad+ bf- cb- dh- ea+ fg+ gc -„he= 0
4 always orthogonal because T-Tj= 0
Fig. 2.3.6 Conditions under which and Tj are orthogonal foi
integer even sine-3 transform
Three equations are found to restrict eight variables.
A computer search confirms that integer solution does not exist
with h£ [1,128].

















































































































ab+ be+ ch- dg- ed- fa- gc- hf= 0
2 orthogonal iff
n
ac+ bh- cf- ad- ef+ fg+ bg+ dh= 0
3 orthogonal iff
ae- bd- cf+ cd+ eg- bf- gh+ ha= 0
4 always orthogonal because= 0
Fig. 2.3.7 Conditions under which and Tj are orthogonal for
integer odd cosine-1 transform
Three equations are found to restrict eight variables.
Integer solutions with a£ [1,128] are presented in Table 2.3.4.
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Table 2.3.4 Integer solutions for integer odd cosine-1 transforms

















































































































ab+ be+ ch- df- ec- fa- gd- hg= 0
2 orthogonal iff
r•• f
ac+ bh- cd- db- eg+ fe+ ga+ hf= 0
3 orthogonal iff
Yt
ad- bf- cb+ dh+ ea+ fg- gc- he= 0
4 always orthogonal because T.-T.:= 0J- J
Fig. 2.3.8 Conditions under which and Tj are orthogonal for
integer even cosine-2 transform
Three equations are found to restrict eight variables
Integer solutions with a e [1,128] are presented in Table 2.3.5.

































































































































































































































































































Table 2.3.5 Integer solutions for intecrer even cosine-2 transforms













































































































1 always orthogonal because they have the 7 dyadic
i
symmetry with one is even and the other is odd.
2 always orthogonal because they have the 3 dyadic
symmetry with one is even and the other is odd.
3 always orthogonal because- they have the 1 dyadic
symmetry with one is even and the other is odd.
4 orthogonal iff
a (b- c)- d-(b+ c) =0
5 always orthogonal T-Tj= 0
Fig. 2.3.9 Conditions under which and Tj are orthogonal for
integer even cosine-1 transform
One equation is found to restrict four variables, a,b,c and d.
There are no restrictions on e and f except e f. Too many
integer solutions of a,b,c and d, satisfying the restricting
equations are found to be presented here. Only fifteen sets of
integer solutions with the smallest magnitudes are given in
Table 2.3.6. Solutions with magnitudes less than 16 are found.





























































Table 2.3.6 Integer solutions for integer even cosine-1 transforms
2.4 Conclusion
We observed that basis vectors of most commonly used
transforms such as the DCT, even sine-1 transform and even sine-2.
transform have the n-1 dyadic symmetry. The relationship between
the parametric matrix and the n-lth dyadic symmetry
is derived. The conditions under which integer transforms can be
generated from sinusoidal transforms have been given, with some
integer solutions provided as examples. For discrete sinusoidal
transforms, the representation of the magnitudes of the elements of
the transforms by finite bits may introduce truncation errors
because the elements of the transforms are often irrational
numbers. However, for the integer transforms, such truncation
errors can be completely eliminated. We also observe that for the
order-8 transforms whose basis vectors have the 7 dyadic
symmetry, equations to find the integer transforms are much
simpler. Their corresponding integer transforms with elements of
magnitudes less than 16 can be found. In this case, five bits are
enough to represent an element of such integer transform without
any truncation error. Moreover, these integer transforms can be
implemented by a sparse matrix multiplication following a Walsh-
Hadamard transform. The elements of the sparse matrix are small
integers, and hence its multiplication can be implemented by
shifts-and-adds, and requires fewer significant bits to be
retained.
CHAPTER 3 ICT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
3.1 Introduction
Transform coding can achieve high data compression rate for
image data. The Discrete Cosine transform has been shown to be
asymptotically optimal for a first-order Markov signals which is
regarded as a good representation of image data. In fact, it is
widely accepted that the DCT has the best performance among other
suboptimal orthogonal transforms in both data compression and
filtering for image data. However, the basis vector components of
the DCT are mainly real numbers.
It has been shown in Chapter 2 that the DCT can be
approximated by the Integer Cosine Transforms. Tlie basis vector
components of the ICT's are integers. The basis vectors of the
qjt
order-8 DCT and a ICT are shown in Figure 3.1. In this chapter,
the performance of some ICT's is compared with that of the DCT.
Two criteria, namely the transform efficiency and the mean-square-
error, are usually used to compare the performance of different
transforms. The transform efficiency is based on one-dimensional
stochastic model whereas the mean-square-error criterion is an
error of the recovered picture for a practical transform coding
system with real picture, after a two-dimensional transformation.
ICT
DC
Fig. 3.1 Basis vectors of the order-8 DCT and the ICT
with the parameters a=5,b=3,c=2,d=l,e=3,f=l
3.2 Transform Efficiency
In tranform coding of pictures, transforms are used to convert
highly correlated picture elements into coefficients of low
correlation. Such decorrelation ability may be measured by
transform efficiency p. Consider a first-order stationary Markov
process {x} of adjacent element correlation p, with zero mean and
unit variance. Its autocorrelation function is given by
ElXi'Xj]= f M 1l ifj= 1,2, N
where N= number of elements in the process. The sequence {x} can
be represented as
xi+l= f xi+ £i' iM
with BttJ= 0, ECqtj]=( 1- f 2) 5ij(
where 5= 0 for i t j1' J
= 1 for i= j.
Let [CX] be the covariance matrix of the n-dimensional vector X,)r
where X= [x-, X2, xn3t is a sample from the one-
dimensional, zero-mean, unit variance first-order Markov process,
the transform efficiency (p) of a transform [T] is defined on the
transform domain covariance matrix [CY] of vector Y where
Y= [T] X
[CY]= E[YYfc]

















The optimal KLT which converts signals into completely
uncorrelated coefficients has transform efficiency equal to 100%
for all p. The DCT which is widely accepted as the best suboptimal
transform has the highest transform efficiency among well known
suboptimal transforms for p close to unity. Cham [10] has compared
most ICT's with the DCT using transform efficiency as criterion.
5
Table 3.1 [10] lists some of the ICT's with tranform efficiencies
A-
higher than that of the DCT. It was found that some ICT's give
5
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Table 3.1 The twelve order-8 ICT's that have the
highest tranfrom efficiencies for p equal 0.
and 'a' less than or equal to 255
PI
3.3 Performance Measure in a Codec System
Another common criterion to measure the performance of a codec
is the mean square error (MSE) between the recovered picture and
the original picture. Real pictures must be used to obtain the
MSE. As mentioned in the previous sections, the MSE criterion is a











where (i) N x N is the size of the picture
(ii) x(i,j) is the grey-level of the original picture
(iii) xr(i,j) is the grey-level of the recovered picture
In addition to the MSE, the recovered pictures also provide a way
of subjective comparisons of the--reprdnet-tvtty- of the pictures
II
using the DCT and ICT's. Chen and Smith [8] has proposed an
adaptive transform coding system using Discrete Cosine transform.
This coding system has been widely used as a reference for adaptive
transfrom coding system [12,23]. Hence the performance of the DCT
.and some ICT's will be compared using this system.
3.3.1 System Description
Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 show the block diagrams of the system.
In order to provide a better understanding of the system, details














































Fig. 3.3 Receiver of the Adaptive Cosine Transform Coding System [8]
_ 1 1 Trncfnrmai'-i nn
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the primary purpose of
transformation is to convert highly correlated picture elements
into uncorrelated {or less correlated) coefficients. The whole
picture is first divided into sub-blocks of size, n x n, and each
sub-block is independently coded. In this comparison, pictures of
9R6 v pro i nfn cnh-hl rf c-i 70 8 v 8
3.3.1.2 Sub-blocks Classification
The activity levels of images are proportional to the
transform domain AC energy within the images. AC energy is
associated with image detail- each DC coefficient in the transform
domain is excluded since it determines only the brightness level.
All transform sub-blocks can then be classified into various groups
according to the AC energy inside the sub-blocks. Adaptivity is
provided by assigning more bits to the higher energy levels and
fewer bits to the lower energy levels. This not only provides good
quality reconstruction for the high activity regions but also
2-
achievs an efficient coding for the low activity regions.
The AC energy in the (m,l)th sub-block with block size 8x8
is defined as E_- where
mf
s 8
11= 1 TT—1 [ Fml(u,v)]2-[ Fmfl(l,l) ]2; m,l= 1,2,.. .32
According to the AC energy, the sub-blocks are classified into 4
equally populated levels of classes. Class 1 is the class with
highest energy and class 2 is the class with the second highest
energy and so on. In the case of 1024 AC energy sub-blocks, the
256 highest AC energy sub-blocks are assigned as class 1. The 256
lowest AC energy sub-blocks are assigned as class 4.
3.3.1.3 Bit-allocation maps
The actual process of assigning bits to the transform
coefficients will determine their reconstruction error. The bit
allocation method is determined by the Rate Distortion Function.
Assuming the AC coefficients have zero-mean and Gaussian density







where (i) Nk(u,v) is the number of bit assisgned to (u,v)
coefficient for class k;
(ii) crk(u,v) is the variance of the (u,v) coefficient for
class k;
(iii) D is the mean square distortion;
In most transform coding systems, eight bits are usually
assigned to DC coefficients. However in order to reduce the MSE of
the recovered picture, six or seven bits should be assigned at low
transmission rate such as 0.5 or 0.4 bitpixel. Since the DC
coefficients are the same for both transformation using ICT's or
DCT, the comparison can still be made-ao=£ar the number of bits
assigned to DC are fixed for both ICT's and DCT. In our
simulation, number of bits assigned to DC coefficients depends on
Rate Distortion Function assuming the distribution is uniform.
12-D'2N(1,:L)= x
where (i) x is the dynamic range of DC coefficients;
(ii) D is the mean square distortion;
(iii) N (1,1) is the number of bits assigned to DC
coefficients, and is independent of class (i.e. number
of bits assigned to DC coefficients is the same for all
classes).
The bit assignment process is to ensure that the quantization
distortion from each individual coefficient is nearly the same
[22].
3.3.1.4 Normalization Coefficients
After bit allocation, the transform coefficients are
normalized by normalization coefficients, a(u,v) in order to use a
same unit variance quantizer and a corresponding inverse
V
normalization step is carried out by using the same normalization
5
coefficient at the receiver. However, the normalization
A-
coefficients do not need to be sent to the receiver. Instead, a
normalization factor, c, is sent so that the normalization
coefficients can be derived by using the following equation:
a(u,v)= c.N(u,v)-l (u,v) (1,1)
where N(u,v) is the number of bits allocated to any coefficient in
class k and c can be determined during the bit allcoation process
by setting it equal to the maximum standard deviation of those
transform coefficients which are allocated to one bit so that
coefficients clipping can be avoided.
3.3.1.5 Quantization
It was found that the distribution of DC coefficients follows
an uniform distribution or Rayleigh distribution [22,23], In fact,
DC coefficients can have any distribution using short-term
statistics [23], Hence, uniform quantizer is usually used to
quantize the DC coefficients. Using the short-term statistics, the
histogram of the DCT AC coefficients approximate to Laplacian
density distribution [22], Optimum quantization can then be
achieved by minimising the mean-square error of the quantizer using
Laplacian density distribution [22].
3.3.2 Experimental Results
Two ICT's are used to compare the result with DCT. The DCT is
implemented using a 32-bits floating point arithmetic in order to
eliminate the truncation error, and two ICT's, namely ICT1 and ICT2
which have transform efficiencies higher than that of DCT [10] are
chosen.



































































ICT1 is the one with the parameters a=230,b=201,c=134,d=46,e-3,f-l.
ICT2 is the one with the parameters a=55,b=48,c=32,d=llfe=3,f=l.
Fig. 3.4 shows the original pictures before coding. Fig. 3.5,
3.6 and 3.7 give the class maps of the picture woman using DOT,
ICT1 and ICT2 respectively. The class maps of the picture using
DCT, ICT1 and ICT2 are the same. Since the basis vectors of the
DOT and the ICT's are not exactly the same, the variance of woman
using different transforms are found to be different and hence the
bit allocation maps for woman using different transforms may be
different. Fig. 3.8a, 3.8b and 3.8c give the bit allocation maps
of woman at 1 bpp using DCT, ICT1 and ICT2 respectively.
Simulation results have bSen done on two more pictures, namely
stones and window.
Recovered pictures at different bit rates are shown in Fig.
3.9- 3.17. It can be observed that the recovered pictures at same
bit rates using different transforms are nearly the same. We can
hardly find any difference between the recovered pictures at same
bit rates using the DCT and ICT's.
The mean square errors of the recovered picture woman --at
different bit rates are tabulated in Table 3.2. The mean square
errors of the recovered picture stones at different bit rates are
tabulated in Table 3.3. The mean square errors of the recovered
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Fig. 3.6 Class map of woman using ICT1
CHAPTER 3
Fig. 3.7 Class map of woman using ICT2
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Fig. 3.17 Recovered window at 0.5 bpp
CHAPTER 3
Bit rate (bit per pixel)
1.0 0.5 0.4
DCT 6.6129 17.4832 24.3074
ICT1 6.7565 17.4067 24.5458
ICT2 6.7522 17.4113 24.5264
Table 3.2 Mean Square Error table of woman
Bit rate (bit per pixel)
1.0 , 0.5 0.4
DCT 30.3109 73.8517 95.9965
ICT1 30.9063 73.0706 95.0478
ICT2 30.9211 73.0768 95.0574
Table 3.3 Mean Square Error table of stones
Bit rate (bit per pixel)
1.5 1.0 0.5
DCT 23.7326 54.3127 169.0986
ICT1 23.8862 54.7083 168.6926
ICT2 23.8847 54.6796 168.6885
Table 3.4 Mean Square Error table of window
3.3.3 Conclusion
Two order-8 ICT's generated from the method described in
Chapter 2 are compared with the DCT in an adaptive transform coding
system using mean-square-error as criterion. It can be observed
that the recovered pictures at same bit rates using the DCT and
the ICT's are nearly the same. In addition to the subjective
criterion, it can also be observed from the mean-square-error
tables (Table 3.2- 3.4) that the performance of the transforms are
very close to each others. Hence, it is concluded that the
performance of these ICT's and the DCT in image coding are nearly
the same. Since the ICT's can be implemented using integer
arithmetic (a simpler implementation than the DCT), it can be
concluded that some ICT's can replace the DCT in a practical
transform coding system.»
CHAPTER 4 TRANSFORM CODING OF IMAGE DATA WITH DC ESTIMATION
4.1 Introduction
Using adaptive transform coding, image transmission rate as
low as 0.5 bit per pel can be achieved [8]. However, it is found
that a large number of bits are allocated to the high energy DC
coefficients. Cham and Clarke [24] have suggested three estimation
schemes such that the DC coefficients can be estimated from the AC
coefficients. However, if the picture contains a lot of sharp
edges, such schemes may fail to produce reasonably good picture
because of the accumulation of error along the direction of
estimation. In order to improve the performance of the estimation
schemes, Cham et al. [27] extended the work and suggested three
modified schemes. The modified schemes suggest that ia portion of
DC coefficients should be transmitted under some criteria and the
remaining coefficients are estimated. In 'this chapter, a codec
system, which is basically an adaptive coding system implemented
with the modified DC estimation schemes is proposed and examined.
Experimental results using monochrome pictures are given.
In next section, we briefly describe the three modified
estimation schemes. In Section 4.3, our proposed system
implemented with the DC estimation schemes is described.
Simulation results and conclusion are given in Sections 4.4 and
4.5.
4.2 General Theory
For a transform codec, picture elements are arranged in blocks
of size n x n and each block is transform-coded before
transmission. Usually grey level of adjacent picture elements are
very close to each others so the DC coefficients can be estimated
rather accurately. We can estimate the DC coefficients of block
(i,j) from the the picture elements in block (i—1,j) and block
(i,j —1). The DC coefficients of block (i,j) are calculated such
that the edges between adjacent blocks are minimized.
Before we go to the mathematics of the estimation schemes,
some of the notations are given below.
[X]j be the pels in the (i,j)t1 block,
x(p,q)ifj be the (p,q)th pel in
[Y] be the pels in the (i,j) block if the block has zero
dc coefficient,
y(p,q)i(j be the (p,q)th pel in
a(i,j) be the original dc coefficient of {i,j)th block,
b(i,j) be the estimated dc coefficient of (i,j) block,
V is a column vector of n elements such that
V= ln[l, 1, 1,..., l]t, where n is the block size,
Dl,,= b(i,j-1)-V
















Fig. 4.1 The two edge difference vectors
If the DC coefficient of (i,j)t1 block is zero, D1j is the
edge difference vector of (i,j-l)t1 block and (i,j)t1 block, and
D2j is the edge difference vector of (i-l,j)t1 block and (i,j)t1
block as shown in Fig. 4.1. Suppose the DC coefficient of (i,j)til
block is chosen as b(i,j), the e4ge difference vectors will be
changed from Dl-• and D2j to W1j• and W2j where
wit,= Dlt j- b(i,j)-V
and= D2i,j~ b (i, j)- V
Define the total edge error e where
e= I W1i,j I+ I 2i,j I
The estimated b(i,j) is the one which is found to minimizes e.
b(i,j)= (12).{ dl(l)+ dl(2) (- dl(n)+ d2(l)+ d2(2)
d2(n)} (4.1a)
For the top-most blocks, i.e. (l,j)th blocks, there is no D21 t J
and for the left-most blocks, i.e. (id)'1 blocks, there is no
DIj j. The estimated b(l,j) and b(i,l) will be calculated bv:






The DC coefficient of (1,1) block must be sent and DC
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coefficients of the remaining blocks can be estimated one by one.
With the estimated b(i,j), the picture may not give a good quality
especially on the locations with sharp edges. Hence three
different criteria are suggested to check whether the original DC
coefficient a(i,j) should or should not be sent.
4.2.1 Scheme A
At the transmitter, a(1,1) is sent. For each {i,j)t block,
the DC coefficient b(i,j) is estimated using Eqs. (4.1) and is
compared with the original DC coefficient a(i,j). If the absolute-
difference a between them is less than a threshold value x, where
a=| a(i,j)- b(i,j) (4.2)
the estimated DC coefficient b (,i, j) is accepted as the DC
coefficient of the (i,j) block and is used for estimation of the
next DC coefficient. The (i,j)th element of the DC seeding map is
given a value of zero. If aa is not less than the threshold value
ta, b(i,j) will be rejected. In this case, a(i,j) must be sent and
the (i,j)t1 element of the DC sending map is given a value of one.
The b(i,j) are corrected to a(i,j). The corrected b(i,j) is used
to estimate the DC coefficients of the other blocks. Proceeding
from the most top-left block down to the most bottom-right block,
at the end of this process, a set of original a(i,j) and the DC
sending map will be transmitted to the receiver together with the
AC coefficients. At the receiver, inverse transform is performed
on the AC coefficients to give a 'zero-DC' picture. The received
DC coefficients will be inserted in proper locations and the DC





Instead of using aa as the criterion to determine whether the
original DC coefficients a(i,j) should be transmitted or not,
another positive quantity which measures the edge error between
block (i,j) and block (i-l,j), and edge error between block (i,j)
and block (i,j-l) is used.








If for the block (i,j), is not less than the (i,j) element
of the DC sending map will be given a value of one and 6al+ 5a2
will be transmitted.
At the receiver, we use the received overhead, 5al+ 5a2 to
compute the b(i,j) that minimizes for the (i,j)th block.
1
b(i,j)={ b(i-l,j)+ b(i,j-1)- [5al+ 5a2]} (4.4)
2
In cases b(i,j) is smaller than a (i, j) and the absolute-
difference is less than the threshold value, Scheme A suggests the
use of b(i,j). However, if b(i—1,j) is larger than a(i-l,j) and
b (i, j —1) is larger than a(i,j-l), the use of b(i,j) may cause
visible block error. Scheme B is proposed to minimize the edge
error between adjacent blocks.
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4.2.3 Scheme C
Scheme B is used to minimize the edge effect between adjacent
blocks. However, in case the DC coefficients contain important
information, such as (colour) of hair, Scheme B is expected to give
wrong information. Scheme A can solve this problem because Scheme
A is used to minimize the difference between DC coefficients. In
order to minimize the edge effect and the DC difference, Scheme C
which is a combination of Scheme A and Scheme B is proposed. At
•
the transmitter, both aa and a are computed. If any of them is
not less than a threshold valuet)) then the (i,j)t1 element of the
DC sending map will be set to onejand the original DC coefficient
a(i,i) will be transmitted. t
'clo
ALfl, CL C-sVcl Xr P
Suppose a(i,j) is transmitted, this a(i,j) will be used as the
DC coefficient for this marked block. Then obviously, the absolute
DC difference aa at this block is zero. The edge difference can








[b(i,j-l)- a(i,j-1)]2 t 2
Therefore
°b Tc
Hence this scheme has the effect of both miminizing the edge error
and the absolute DC difference.
4.3 System Configuration
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 give the block diagrams of the
transmitter and receiver of our proposed system. In our
transmitter, the original image of 256 x 256 is divided into small
blocks of size 8x8, and is transform-coded. The AC energy are
calculated and the blocks are classified into four classes
according to the AC energy. Adaptivity is provided by assigning
more bits to the high enegy levels and fewer bits to the lower
energy levels. Hence a class map is generated according to the AC
energy levels of the blocks. Bit allocation maps which are
generated according to the rate distortion theory give the number
of bits assigned to the transform data for the four classes. The
transform data are normalized by a normalization coefficient. The
AC transform data is quantized by a Laplac quantizer. The DC
coefficient is quantized using an uniform quantizer. The above
description is the same as the system proposed by Chen and Smith
[8]. Details of each function block can be obtained in Chapter 3.
The difference between their system and our proposed system is now
pointed out. In our system, the quantized AC transform data with
zero DC are inverse-transformed to get back to the original image
data with zero DC. Now we find the DC sending map according to the
































AC and zero DC
building blocks required by our system only
building blocks required by our system and also the system
proposed by Chen and Smith [8]
Fig. 4.2 Transmitter of an Adaptive Cosine Transform coding system






















of AC and zero DC
to get a zero DC
picture
DC estimation














building blocks required by our system only
building blocks required by our system and also the system
proposed by Chen and Smith [8]
building blocks required by Chen and Smith's sytem only
Fig. 4.3 Receiver of an Adaptive Cosine Transform coding system
implemented with DC estimation schemes
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At the receiver, the system is decoded to get back the
quantized AC coefficients and part of the quantized DC
coefficients. The AC components are inversed-transformed to get
the image data with zero DC and the received DC coefficients are
inserted into proper locations according to the DC sending maps.
The remaining DC coefficients are estimated according to the
estimation schemes described in Section 4.2. The estimated DC
coefficients are inserted into the proper locations to get the
recovered picture.
4.4 Experimental Results
Compared with the algorithm from Chen and Smith [8], our
system requires the transmission of the DC sending map
additionally. However, there is a saving of the bits which should
be allocated to the DC coefficients if Chen and Smith's algorithm
is being used. These bits now are allocated to the transform
coefficients in our system. The results are compared with the
results by Chen and Smith's algorithm at same bit rates.
In our simulation, pictures of 256 x 256 pixels are divided
into blocks of 8 x 8, and 25% of the DC coefficients are
transmitted. The additional overhead for the DC sending map is
equal to 0.015625 bit per pixel using binary coding. This overhead
can be reduced if some efficient coding methods such as run length
coding are used. If 8 bits are assigned to the DC coefficient, and
25% of the DC coefficients are transmitted, there will be a saving
of 0.09375 bit per pixel. These saved bits now are allocated to
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the transform coefficients in our system. Since AC energy is
associated with image detail, and the DC coefficients determine the
brightness level, our system should recover the image with more
details. The added 0.09375 bit per pixel has a significant
contribution to the details (i.e. AC energy) of the image
especially at low bit rate.
Figure 4.4 gives the original pictures, 'woman', 'stones' and
'central'. Figure 4.5 gives the class map of (a.) picture called
'woman'. Figure 4.6 gives the bit allocation map of woman at 0.5
bit per pixel. Fig. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 give the DC sending maps of
woman at 0.5 bit per pixel using DC estimation Schemes 'A','B'
and 'C' when 25% of the DC coefficients are transmitted. The
recovered pictures of woman at 0.5 bpp using different schemes
are shown in Figure 4.10. As shown in Fig. 4.6, we found that the
estimation schemes not only increase the bits allocated to the AC
components, but also increase the bits allocated to the DC
components. If it is a good estimation, the recovered pictures
should give a better quality. Recovered pictures of woman at 0.4
bpp and 0.3 bpp are shown in Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. The






Fig. 4.4 Original pictures
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(a) using chen smith's system
class 1
85432211
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(b) using our system with the DC estimation schemes implemented
Fig. 4.6 Bit allocation maps of woman at 0.5 bpp
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Fig. 4.7 DC sending map for woman at 0.5 bpp using Scheme 'A'
(25% of the DC coefficients are transmitted)
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Fig. 4.8 DC sending map for woman at 0.5 bpp using Scheme 'B'
(25% of the DC coefficients are transmitted)
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Fig. 4.9 DC sending map for woman at 0.5 bpp using Scheme 'C'
(25% of the DC coefficients are transmitted)
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(a) Chen Smith's system (b) DC estimation Scheme A
(xa= 28.8)
(c) DC estimation Scheme B
(ib= 34.5)
(d) DC estimation Scheme C
(Tc= 40.1)
Fig. 4.10 Recovered woman at 0.5 bpp using different schemes
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(a) Chen Smith's system (b) DC estimation Scheme A
(xa= 41.8)
(c) DC estimation Scheme B
(tb= 37.2)
(d) DC estimation Scheme C
(tc= 43.2)
Fig. 4.11 Recovered pictures at 0.4 bpp using different schemes
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(a) Chen Smith's system (b) DC estimation Scheme A
xa= 54.4)
(c) DC estimation Scheme B
(tb= 48.0)
(d) DC estimation Scheme C
(xc= 60.0)
Fig 4.12 Recovered 'woman at 0.3 bpp using different schemes
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(a) Chen Smith's system (b) DC estimation Scheme A
(xa= 75.1)
(c) DC estimation Scheme B
(tb= 72.7)
(d) DC estimation Scheme C
(xc= 80.4)
Fig. 4.13 Recovered stones at 0.5 bpp using different schemes
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(a) Chen Smith's system (b) DC estimation Scheme A
(ta= 91.8)
(c) DC estimation Scheme B
(xb= 95.2)
(d) DC estimation Scheme C
(xc= 106.4)
Fig. 4.14 Recovered central using 1.5 bpp using different schemes
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4.5 Conclusion
We found that our system gives a better quality than Chen and
Smith's system for stones (Fig. 4.13). However, it may not give
a significant increase in quality for central and woman. For
the recovered central, bit rate required for central is high.
Hence the contribution of the DC estimated schemes is not
significant. For the recovered woman, we observed that there is
no significant increase in the quality of the recovered images at
0.5 bpp. There is an increase in the image details when we further
reduce the bit rate down to 0.3 bpp. However, the .edge effects
between adjacent blocks increase too. Such edge effects degrade
the quality of the pictures. Because the accumulation effect of
the estimation error, the edge effects increase at the boundaries
of the marked blocks. If the edge' effect between adjacent blocks
can be reduced, the recovered picture should give not only the
better image details, but also the better subjective quality. In
our suggested schemes, we just (do some preliminary work on DC
estimation which is based on the causal model, and the estimation
method is not an optimum one. In order to reduce the threshold
(equivalent to the edge effect), an better estimation scheme should




5.1 Summary of the Discoveries
Basis vectors of most commonly used transforms such as the
DCT, even sine-1 and even sine-2 transforms generated from the
eigenvectors of the parametric matrix have n-l1
dyadic symmetry. The relationship between the parametric matrix
J(k1,k2rh3,k4) and the n-ltil dyadic symmetry is derived. It has
been proved that if k-,= k2 and k3= k4, the basis- vectors of the
transform generated from the eigenvectors of the matrix
J{k1,k2,k3,k4) have the n-11 dyadic symmetry. The transform so
generated is an evenodd transform. Such transform can beheasily
implemented by a sparse matrix multiplication following a Walsh-
Hadamard transform. Integer transforms to approximate the members
of the sinusoidal family are derived. For a discrete transform,
the representation of the magnitudes of the elements of the
transform by finite bits may introduce an error, called truncation
error because the elements of the transform are often irrational
numbers. However, for an integer transform, such truncation error
can be completely eliminated. For order-8 transforms whose basis
vectors have the 7 dyadic symmetry, their corresponding integer
transforms with elements of magnitudes less than 16 can be found.
In this case, five bits are enough to represent an element of such
integer transform without any truncation error. Moreover, these
integer transforms can be implemented by a sparse matrix
multiplication following a Walsh-Hadamard transform. The elements
of the sparse matrix are small integers, and hence its
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multiplication can be implemented by shifts-and-adds, and requires
fewer significant bits to be retained.
Integer Cosine Transforms and Discrete Cosine Transform are
compared in a transform coding system using mean-square-error
criterion. It has been found that the mean-square-errors of ICT's
and the DCT at different bit rates for different pictures are
nearly the same. As Integer Cosine Transforms whose basis vectors
have the n-lt1 dyadic symmetry can have simpler implementations, it
can be concluded that some ICT's can replace the DCT in a practical
transform coding system.
DC coefficients estimation schemes have been evaluated. A
system implemented with the DC estimation schemes is proposed.
Simulation results have demonstrated that our proposed system gives
some recovered pictures with better quality, but not always give a
significant increase in quality for some other pictures. Because
of the accumulation effect of the estiamtion error, the edge effect
increases at the boundaries of the marked blocks. Such edge effect
degrades the quality of the picture.
5.2 Further Suggestions
Performance of Integer Cosine Transforms in image coding has
been evaluated. It is suggested that the Intege Cosine Transforms
may replace the DCT in other applications, such as scalar
filtering. Other integer transforms may find possible
applications. For example, Integer Even Sine-1 and Integer Even
Sine-2 transforms may been used in image coding. Even Sine-2
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transform may be used to replace the Discrete Even Sine-2 transform
in a pinned sine coder. Integer transforms and their corresponding
discrete transforms in various applications can be compared.
DC estimation schemes are evaluated. It is expected that
better schemes based on the noncasual model may be used to reduce
the edge effect at the boundaries of the marked blocks.
Experiments to find out the relationship between the estimation
threshold value and human eyes can help to choose the threshold
value. It is suggested that the threshold value may depend on the
AC energy of the blocks. Better results are expected for improved
versions of the DC estimation schemes.
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